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Salaam/Peace to all brothers and sisters,
here we shall clearly witness one of the most grievous Tragic Event, in the whole history of Humankind,
that has unfortunately taken place in the recent History,
in this most specific respect here, now here thus:
===============

We will show them Our Signs (=Ayatina)
(which are specifically "19" coded here =74/2630, 31)
53 So,

in the horizons (=i.e. thus also and especially, in that most horrendous Tragic Event
that has unfortunately taken place (in the year:

"1945") therein,

in this most specific respect now here =QURAN TESTAMENT 113/12)
and also within their own selves/souls,
until it becomes perfectly clear to them that this is absolutely The
Is it not Enough that your

QURAN TESTAMENT

Truth.

LORD is Witness over all things.
41/53

===============
__________________________________________________________________________
* Please, absolutely note that

"Our Signs (=Ayatina)" above is directly related to
the "Reminder" (="Dhikra" ) here, first of all (=6/"68"),
this most specific term:

and

"19" coded,

that

"Reminder" (="Dhikra") here (=74/2630, "31"), from the very Beginning.

"SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES" of/in QURAN TESTAMENT is

__________________________________________________________________________

So here are those most critical and important Verses
in which this most grievous Tragic Event, in the whole history of Humankind, above,
has thus clearly been predicted, and strongly been condemned in this respect (here =2/205),
by our LORD

ALLAH, in QURAN TESTAMENT, even from the very Beginning,

in this most specific respect, now here:

==================
1 Say: I seek refuge with the LORD of "the Splitting" (= n Arab c: "alFalaq"
= .e. a most spec f c and clear reference to "Splitting" of the nucle of atoms n Atom c Bombs, now n th s respect here.)
*in Arabic the root word: "Falaqa / anFalaqa" clearly means "Split / Splitting"

as it is perfectly mentioned 4 times in total in the whole QURAN TESTAMENT here (=6/9596 & 26/63).

2 From the evil of what "it" (= .e. that "Splitting" of the nucle of atoms above) produces (= .e. a form dable explos on
and shockwaves, and huge mushroom cloud and rad at on, and consequently utter destruct on and catastrophe, there n.)
*in Arabic the root word: "khalaqa" (="produces") above has thus clearly been used in QURAN TESTAMENT
to specifically refer here to"produce" something true or good or to"produce" something false or evil
as it is clearly indicated, for example, here (=5/110 X 29/17).

QURAN TESTAMENT, Chapter No. 113, Verses No. 12
==================
http://www.history.com/topics/worldwarii/bombingofhiroshimaandnagasaki
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atomic_bombings_of_Hiroshima_and_Nagasaki

VVVVVVVVVVVVVV

The Un ted States dropped nuclear weapons on the Japanese c t es of H��rosh��ma and Nagasak��
on August 6 and August 9, 1945, respect vely, dur ng the f nal stage of World War II.
The two bomb ngs, wh ch k lled at least 129,000 people, rema n the only use of nuclear weapons for warfare
n h story.
..................
On August 6, 1945, dur ng World War II (193945), an Amer can B29 bomber dropped the world’s
f rst deployed atom c bomb over the Japanese c ty of H��rosh��ma.
The explos on w ped out 90 percent of the c ty and mmed ately k lled 80,000 people; tens of thousands more
would later d e of rad at on exposure.
Three days later, a second B29 dropped another atom c bomb on Nagasak��, k ll ng an est mated 40,000 people.
Japan’s Emperor H roh to announced h s country’s uncond t onal surrender n World War II n a rad o address
on August 15, c t ng the devastat ng power of “a new and most cruel bomb.”
..................
After World War II, most of H��rosh��ma would be rebu lt, though one destroyed sect on
was set as de as a rem nder of the effects of the "atom c bomb."
Each August 6, thousands of people gather at Peace Memor al Park to jo n n nterfa th Rel g ous serv ces
commemorat ng the ann versary of the bomb ng.
(*Every truthful Believer should/must always strongly and absolutely condemn the use of "atomic bombs;"
in all circumstances, whatsoever, period,
due to this clear Commandment of our LORD

ALLAH in QURAN TESTAMENT in this respect here: 2/205

_______________________________________________
Effects and devastat on caused by an "Atom c bomb" here:
http://www.h story.com/top cs/worldwar /bomb ngofh rosh maandnagasak /v deos/coronersreportatom cbomb

Sc ent sts who recommended "Atom c bombs" regret deeply thereafter, here:
http://www.h story.com/top cs/alberte nste n/v deos/e nste nregret

_______________________________________________
VVVVVVVVVVVVVV

"Atomic Bomb" dropped on the city of "Hiroshima" therein:

August 6, 1945

= "8

/

6

/

1945"

= 5/32)

at 8.15 a.m.

"Atomic Bomb" dropped on the city of "Nagasaki" therein:

August 9, 1945

= "8

/

9

/

1945"

at 11.01 a.m.

___________________________________________________________________
*Some sources give it as 11.01 a.m. and some others as 11.02 a.m. above,
probably because of their different approach with regard to the "seconds" therein;
but because here again, we will take those specific Times (rightfully excepting the "seconds"
altogether therein, from the beginning) into Account
thus always perfectly in their "most essential forms" =

at 8.15 a.m.
at 11.01 a.m.
in such a perfectly parallel and absolutely consistent manner, for/in both Cases,
here again, from the beginning.

___________________________________________________________________

So now let us see all of those most Clear and powerful Evidences
which will unmistakably show us that our LORD

ALLAH (Who absolutely Knows

all the past and the future Events, even long before they would actually take place here,
by HIS Superb Knowledge which is absolutely unfathomable by us =20/110 & 31/34)
has thus already clearly Predicted in this most essential and exclusive Verses,
from the very Beginning,
in QURAN TESTAMENT above (=113/12),
this most grievous Tragic Event, in the whole history of Humankind,
that has unfortunately taken place (because of Humans' own such mutual aggressions or/and wrongdoings
therein:
=QURAN

TESTAMENT 10/44 = 30/41)

on these most specific "Dates" and "Times" above,

in such a

"Most REMARKABLE"

&

"Most NOTEWORTHY"

Manner, now here thus:
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____________________________________________________________
*First of all, let us clearly see here
this most Essential and important "Chapter/Verse" No.

(=113/12),

in QURAN TESTAMENT, in this most specific respect, above,
now here again, openly and clearly, thus:

Chapter No.

113 / Verse No. 12
V

1 Qul: Aoodhu biRABBI "alFalaq"
2 min sharri ma khalaqa; .........

ﺍﻝﻑﻝﻕ
ﺥﻝﻕ

ﻕﻝ ﺍﻉﻭﺫ ﺏﺭﺏ
ﺵﺭ ﻡﺍ
ﻡﻥ

1 Say: I seek refuge with the LORD of "the Splitting"
2 from the evil of what it produces; .........
total Number of (Arabic) "Letters" above:
=

14
=9

total Gematrical Value of those "Letters" above:

1352
=1361
=

_________________________________________________________________
*And we can clearly see all "Gematrical Values" of each and every (Arabic) Letter
here: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abjad_numerals#Letter_values

_________________________________________________________________
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All Judgment

All Judgment

shall belong to

shall belong to

ALLAH ALLAH
QURAN TESTAMENT
Chapter No.

113

1 Say: I seek refuge with the LORD of "the Splitting" (= n Arab c: "alFalaq"
= .e. a most spec f c and clear reference to "Splitting" of the nucle of atoms n Atom c Bombs,
now n th s respect here.)
2 From the evil of what "it" (= .e. that "Splitting" of the nucle of atoms above) produces
(= .e. a form dable explos on and shockwaves, and huge mushroom cloud and rad at on,
and consequently utter destruct on and catastrophe, there n.)

ﺍﻝﻑﻝﻕ
ﺥﻝﻕ

ﻕﻝ ﺍﻉﻭﺫ ﺏﺭﺏ
ﺵﺭ ﻡﺍ
ﻡﻥ

V
"Atomic bomb"
unfortunately
dropped on the city of

"Atomic bomb"
unfortunately
dropped on the city of

"Nagasaki"

"Hiroshima"

therein

therein

V

V
V

Month

Day

Year

8

9

1945

V

V

Verse Chapter Verse

1

113

2

Month

Day

Year

8

6

1945

^

^

^

or/and
again

V
Month

Day

Year

V

V

G.Value Chapter G.Value

Month

Day

Year

Month

Day

Year

8

9

1945

G.Value Chapter G.Value

1352

113

Month

Day

Year

8

6

1945

1361

^

^

^

19
19

=

x.....

=

x.....

So now, let us clearly witness these "Most REMARKABLE" & "Most NOTEWORTHY" Phenomena above,
this time by rightfully indicating
the precise "Time (=i.e. "Hour" and "Minute") of the Day" perfectly in place of those specific "Days" above,
and clearly see it again in exact Same/Similar manner,
now here again thus:
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All Judgment
shall belong to

All Judgment
shall belong to

ALLAH ALLAH
QURAN TESTAMENT
Chapter No.

113

1 Say: I seek refuge with the LORD of "the Splitting" (= n Arab c: "alFalaq"
= .e. a most spec f c and clear reference to "Splitting" of the nucle of atoms n Atom c Bombs,
now n th s respect here.)
2 From the evil of what "it" (= .e. that "Splitting" of the nucle of atoms above) produces
(= .e. a form dable explos on and shockwaves, and huge mushroom cloud and rad at on,
and consequently utter destruct on and catastrophe, there n.)

ﺍﻝﻑﻝﻕ
ﺥﻝﻕ

ﻕﻝ ﺍﻉﻭﺫ ﺏﺭﺏ
ﺵﺭ ﻡﺍ
ﻡﻥ

V
"Atomic bomb"
unfortunately
dropped on the city of

"Atomic bomb"
unfortunately
dropped on the city of

"Nagasaki"

"Hiroshima"

therein

therein

V

V
V

Month

8

Time
of
Day

Year

11.01 1945

V

V

Verse Chapter Verse

1

113

2

Month

Time
of
Day

Year

8

8.15

1945

^

^*

^*

or/and
again

V
Month

8

Time
of
Day

Year

01.11 1945

*^

V

V

G.Value Chapter G.Value

1352

113

^

1361

Time
of
Month
Day

8

15.8

*^

Year

1945

19
19

=

x.....

=

x.....

*Please, absolutely note that
due to the fact that the atomic bomb (known as "fat man")
unfortunately dropped on the city of "Nagasaki" at that time
was even bigger than the atomic bomb (known as "little boy")

"Hiroshima" at that time, above,
we may thus legitimately emphasize the misfortune of the city of "Nagasaki" first,
and the city of "Hiroshima" second, in this respect, above.
unfortunately dropped on the city of

*And please, absolutely note that
due to the fact that these
Verse Numbers: (1 and

2)

and Month Numbers: (8 and

8)

are perfectly equal with regard to their number of digits above,
and then these
Gematrical Values: (1352 and

1361)

and Year Numbers: (1945 and

1945)

again are perfectly equal with regard to their number of digits above,
we have thus rightfully taken them & them into Account, in succession, perfectly,
for/in each of those four Cases above,
but then, because that these
Number of Letters: (14 and

9)

and Day Numbers: (6 and

8)

are not equal with regard to their number of digits above,
we may thus rightfully exclude them from Account, in essence, legitimately,
from the very beginning.

So finally, again, we can thus clearly and unmistakably see that our LORD

ALLAH (Who absolutely

Knows all the past and the future Events, even long before they would actually take place here,
by HIS Superb Knowledge that is absolutely unfathomable by us =20/110 & 31/34)
has thus already clearly and unmistakably Predicted in QURAN TESTAMENT
in these most specific Chapter/Verse No. (=113/12)
this most grievous Tragic Event, in the whole history of Humankind,
that has unfortunately taken place (because of Humans' own such mutual aggressions or/and wrongdoings
therein:

=QURAN

TESTAMENT 10/44 = 30/41)

on these most specific "Dates" and "Times" above,

in such a "Most REMARKABLE" & "Most NOTEWORTHY" Manner,
even from the very Beginning, in QURAN TESTAMENT above:

QURAN TESTAMENT
41/53
=
74/"30"
And our LORD

ALLAH thus absolutely Commands unto each and every one of us

to always wholeheartedly and earnestly Work to prevent all such catastrophes
that they may never again happen here: (2/205 = 5/32),
when/if we always choose to live in "Peace and Harmony" and also always decisively and clearly recommend it
for/among all Humanity (4/114 = 90/1218 = 103/13 = ......)
thus All of Us to be absolutely "Peaceful, PerfectlyBlessed and Happy" in this World here,
and in the Hereafter, forever,
again, Finally, here:
=QURAN

TESTAMENT 10/44 = 30/41 = 113/12
4/114 = 90/1218 = 103/13
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==================
1 Say: I seek refuge with the LORD of "the Splitting" (= n Arab c: "alFalaq"
= .e. a most spec f c and clear reference to "Splitting" of the nucle of atoms n Atom c Bombs, now n th s respect here.)
2 From the evil of what "it" (= .e. that "Splitting" of the nucle of atoms above) produces (= .e. a form dable explos on
and shockwaves, and huge mushroom cloud and rad at on, and consequently utter destruct on and catastrophe, there n.)
(as we have clearly and unmistakably witnessed it on our "19" coded Tables above, in this Final Age now.)

3 And from the evil of "Darkness" (=in Arabic: "Ghasiqin") when it descends (to obscure) all of those
"Signs" (="Ayat") on "the left side" of those "19" coded Tables above now: 29/47,
4 And from the evil of the blowers into the "knots" (=i.e. this may be a specific reference here
also to those manipulators of the "DNA codes" of the livingbeings (which basically resembles many "knots"
therein) in such an attempt to change the Creation of ALLAH therein: 4/119121).
5 And from the evil of "Envier" (=in Arabic: "Hasidin") when it envies (to distort) all of those
"Signs" (="Ayat") on "the right side" of those "19" coded Tables above now: 29/49!

QURAN TESTAMENT, Chapter No. 113, Verses No. 12345
==================
____________________________________________________________________________________________
* Please, absolutely note that
those "S��gns" (="Ayat") due to/on "the left s��de" above (=29/47), and those "S��gns" (="Ayat") due to/on "the r��ght s��de"
above (=29/49), are thus d rectly related to the "Rem��nder" (="Dh��kra") there n, f rst of all (=29/47
and

"19" coded, "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES"

here aga n (=74/2630,

= 29/49 = 29/"51"),

of/ n QURAN TESTAMENT s that "Rem��nder" (="Dh��kra")

"31"), from the very beg nn ng!

____________________________________________________________________________________________

Remain in peace/salaam.
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